
CAD$400.00

It is a 2 register Chronograph with:

- Date at 6 o'clock

- Minute dial at 3 o'clock

- Sub-seconds dial at 9 o'clock

- Tachymeter markings on Dial

The back case is Mineral Crystal which shows off the beautiful 3133 movement in motion. The 23 

Jewel movement is stamped and is in New Condition. The beautiful case is stainless steel.

This watch was purchased as NOS and has never been worn. There is some damage on the inside of 

the case, which is only visible from the underside of the watch.

This Russian made Poljot Chronograph watch has a much valued, but out of 

production, 3133 movement in excellent working condition.

Size 36.5mmHighly collectible 3133 movement

Poljot 3133 Chronograph, Tachymeter Ref# 9059

SOLDCAD$295.00

The dial is in very good condition, with large gold block markers and the date at 3 o'clock. There is 

some wear on the alarm hand.

The case is gold plate and there is no wear through showing.

This is a sweet example of a great retro watch!

This beautiful watch is also very interesting. The movement is in good condition 

and the alarm feature works! The movement is a 979.

Size 34.5 mmThis is a rare complete, working, Elgin Mechanical Alarm 

watch from the 1960's

Elgin Mech. Alarm Watch Ref# 9058

SOLDCAD$400

The 14K Solid Gold case is in excellent condition with almost no signs of use. It is stamped with a 

14C hallmark and case No 58979.

The inside cover has a beautiful finish, demonstrating the overall quality and care in the 

manufacture of this watch.

The original movement is also in excellent condition, and is keeping good time. It is stamped with 

movement No. OS 1065.

The OSCO watches were (and still are) manufactured in Germany, and have a good reputation for 

being excellent timepieces.

This classic watch is both simple and elegant. The Solid Gold case adds to the overall value both as a 

timepiece and as a collectible.

This is a fine example of a high end OSCO Parat S watch from the 1950's.

Size 32mmVintage, 14k Solid Gold Case, 17 Jewel, Circa 1955

OSCO Parat S Ref# 9066
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